SUMMER IS HERE!

With so many people hitting the roads this summer, a spike in impaired crashes and DUIs is usually the result. The increased travel isn’t the only reason for concern. Summer brings longer days and more sunshine. That means pool parties, lake days, backyard barbeques and countless opportunities to consume alcohol.

In general, the summer months see a significant increase in fatal alcohol-related crashes compared to the rest of the year. Everyone should enjoy and celebrate the warmer months but not at the expense of driving impaired.

DID YOU KNOW
ONE PERSON DIES IN DRUNK-DRIVING CRASHES EVERY 52 MINUTES?

DID YOU KNOW A BLOOD ALCOHOL CONCENTRATION OF .02 CAN AFFECT SOMEONE’S ABILITY TO PERFORM TWO TASKS AT A TIME? THAT AFFECTS YOUR ABILITY TO DRIVE SAFELY.

IN 2019, 10,142 DEATHS OCCURRED FROM DRUNK-DRIVING CASES.

BOATING UNDER THE INFLUENCE (BUI)
- ALSO CALLED BWI IN KENTUCKY
- PROHIBITS OPERATING ANY MOTORBOAT OR VESSEL WHILE INTOXICATED BY DRUGS OR ALCOHOL.

JUNE, JULY AND AUGUST ARE COINED THE MOST DANGEROUS MONTHS TO DRIVE ON THE ROAD.

IN EVERY STATE, IT IS ILLEGAL TO DRIVE WITH A BLOOD ALCOHOL CONTENT (BAC) OF .08% OR MORE.
Q: What happens after my first DUI?

A: Whether it’s your first time or fifth time being charged with an OVI/DUI, there are many things an attorney can do to help make the process go more smoothly or to mitigate the situation that you have in front of you. While it is unlikely that a person would go to jail for a substantial amount of time for a first offense, the consequences of a conviction are significant.

Hiring an attorney who is familiar with the judges and prosecutors can give you an advantage in obtaining a successful resolution of your case.

Summer Scramble

Swimming | Picnic | Bicycle | Lake | Pool | Popsicle | Sunscreen
Swimsuit | Kite | Barbeque | Travel | Vacation | Sandals | Shorts

Suhre Squad Spotlight

Kami Hunt is our marketing director. She’s been with the firm for 2 years and has helped develop and fine-tune a solid marketing plan backed by data. She puts her heart into the firm’s success and lives by the golden rule - we should treat others the way we would like to be treated.

She believes the key to marketing success is not just one single initiative. Consistency is crucial.

Kami is a proud graduate of Western Kentucky University.

Kami loves a good challenge. For three years she participated in a 200-mile race through the foothills of Kentucky. She was on a team with 11 other runners – each runner completed three legs ranging from four to twenty miles per leg.

Kami is married and has one son, Denver.

She is a big fan of connecting with others – one of the perks of serving in a role that is geared towards helping clients in unfortunate situations.
INGREDIENTS

• 2 cups watermelon, cut into bite size chunks
• 2 cups arugula
• 2 cups baby spinach
• 1 cup sliced red onion
• 1 cup grape tomatoes, halved
• ½ cup crumbled feta cheese
• 3 tablespoons extra-virgin olive oil
• 2 teaspoons white balsamic vinegar
• Salt and pepper

A little sweet and salty bite to eat on a hot summer day.

Instructions:
1. Whisk together the olive oil, white balsamic vinegar + salt together in a small bowl. Set aside.
2. Combine the arugula, spinach, onions + tomatoes in a large salad bowl. Drizzle dressing mixture over the salad. Add watermelon + sprinkle with feta cheese. Serve cold.

Tips on How to Prepare for a Consultation with a Criminal Defense Lawyer

If you are facing criminal charges, you probably feel like things are whirling out of control. It’s a natural reaction to feel that way. Contacting an experienced lawyer to give you advice and guide you thought the legal process can help with the stress. As you prepare for a consultation, follow these helpful tips:

**DON’T POST ABOUT YOUR CASE ON SOCIAL MEDIA**
You can damage your case before it even begins by posting about it on social media channels.

**WRITE DOWN THE EVENTS IN ORDER**
Create a narrative of the events before, during and after the incident in question.

**MAKE A LIST OF WITNESSES WHO CAN CORROBORATE YOUR STORY**
Who was there at the time of the incident? Be sure to include the relationship with that person – friend, neighbor, aunt, for example.

**GATHER DOCUMENTS THAT RELATE TO YOUR CASE**
In addition to your driver’s license or another form of legal identification, you should bring any items that you think could be useful as evidence, including photos, text messages, emails, voicemails or other documents.

**WRITE DOWN YOUR QUESTIONS FOR THE ATTORNEY**
Preparing for a consultation and hiring a lawyer is a two-way street. Your attorney is learning about you and your case, and you are learning about your attorney.
Stay Social

Be sure to check out our YouTube page for frequently asked questions, attorney profile videos and more.

Trivia Challenge

The Lady and the Tramp movie was released on June 22nd of what year?


If you answer correctly, you will be entered for a chance to win a $25 Amazon gift card. Submit your answer to newsletter@suhrelaw.com